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Pirate Latitudes  

By Michael Crichton 

WOW ! 

What a great book.  Action packed adventure, so fast moving that you will not be able to put it down for 

long before resuming the tale. 

I was saddened to read on the jacket that Dr Crichton has passed away in 2008 as I had been a Fan of his 

work for some time.  I have read his Eaters of the Dead, the Great Train Robbery, Congo & the 

Andromeda Strain TWICE.  Unheard of.  The only other writer or book I would reread would be John L 

Stephens Incidents of Travel in Yucatan.  But that is another review.  He also wrote the original Jurassic 

Park after which the movies plus sequels have made a gazillion dollars.  Anyway… 

Charles Hunter bristles when refered to as a ‘pirate’ early on and is known by the legal term of the day, 

‘privateer’, and a respected member of island society.  A matter of semantics then & now as the line was 

not crisp around the Caribbean generally & specifically Port Royal, Jamaica where the action starts and 

ends. 

Hunter is engaged by Jamaican Governor Almont under a false set of orders & ventures off to raid a 

heavily fortified Spanish island (read inpenetrable) to steal a galleon loaded with treasure anchored in 

the harbor.  Of course it is not that easy nor quite so straightforward.  Therein lies the real story.  

Hunter must assemble a trustworthy crew which is no easy feat.  The small band overcomes huge odds 

after first being captured at sea, then reach the beach landing only to have to scale a huge cliff on the 

opposite side of the island in a driving rain storm.  The raiding party is dropped off by Captain Hunter’s 

small sloop with orders to return in five (5) days to complete the raid.  The fort has a full garrison of 

soldiers,  the raiders must avoid capture, take the galleon & meet up with the sloop making a clean 

getaway.  Which they do.  With a small head start, the Spaniards give chase & overtake the two ships 

but Hunter safely slips both ships into a shallow island cove that the Spanish warship cannot follow 

without running aground. 

A standoff ensues, the two forces exchange cannon fire and Hunter cleverly wins the game of cat & 

mouse escaping after causing pesky damage to the much larger Spanish vessle. 

Great action & it doesn’t end with this island escape.  There is a run in with cannibals, an encounter with 

a kraken & of course extensive damage to the galleon and sailing it with a reduced crew.   



Upon the return to Port Royal, Hunter & Co find that there has been a change of leadership, there is a 

new ACTING governor Hacklett & the Governor Almont is ‘gravely ill’ (NOT) and cannot help Hunter who 

is promptly arrested & charged with piracy.  There is a kangeroo trial, Hunter is found guilty & sentenced 

to be hanged the next Monday.  It is Saturday. 

Governor Almont’s loyal female servant, a seductive young convict Anne Sharpe, helps Hunter escape 

from prison & that night Hunter tracks down & executes the tribunal members that found him guilty as a 

pirate under the direction of Acting Governor Hacklett.  Hacklett is killed in cahoots with his wife, 

Governor Almont returned to power & once again Hunter is a privateer.  And very rich as the result of 

the prize he has taken. 

Good stuff from the first paragraph to the very last page. 

The world lost a treasure with the passing of Michael Crichton. 


